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Micro‐electro‐mechanical system (MEMS) technologies have enabled highly integrated microsystems that provide more func onality
while u lizing space/material more eﬃciently. In par cular, using large ver cal displacement (LVD) MEMS micromirrors as the mova‐
ble mirror in Fourier transform spectrometers (FTS) oﬀers great poten al for miniaturiza on such that real‐ me on‐site material anal‐
ysis can be enabled. In MEMS FTS systems, it is desired for the mirror plate to have a large and linear piston scan range (above 100
mm) to achieve higher resolu on, but at the same me have very small l ng to minimize misalignment issues. Ul mately, closed‐
loop control of the mirror plate posi on is necessary, which requires a suitable posi on sensor to be integrated with the micromirror
to monitor the mirror plate.
The focus on this talk will be on the development of an induc ve eddy current based posi on sensor that is applied to an electrother‐
mal LVD micromirror. The advantages of u lizing induc ve sensing will be explained, as well as the principle, design, fabrica on, inter‐
face circuitry, and measurement results. The sensor consists of two microfabricated coils packaged under the mirror plate, and sup‐
ports both amplitude and frequency detec on modes. Amplitude detec on is achieved by sensing the coupling change between the
coils when the mirror plate moves, and a piston sensing range of 1 mm could be obtained with nanometer resolu on. Frequency de‐
tec on is achieved by sensing the inductance change of both coils, and can simultaneously monitor piston posi on and lt angle over a
500 mm range.
In the second part of this talk, ongoing research on u lizing microfabrica on technologies to produce high density power inductors
and RF capacitors will be introduced, as well as a MEMS based energy harves ng system. This talk will be concluded with a look to‐
ward future research areas in op cal and power MEMS.
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